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Accenture Scholarship for Engineering and Business Students
Kyra Cullerton (MEM Junior)
Logan Miller (MEM Junior)
Gleimy Rodriguez (MEM Junior)

The Michael Accorsi Scholarship
Anaka Maher (CE Senior)

Altschuler Family Scholarship
Anna Gorbenko (CSE Senior)
Benjamin Hart (EE Senior)
Alicia Lungo (MEM Senior) ★
Robert Machaj (CSE Junior)

Ashmore Scholarship for the School of Engineering
Benjamin Goh (CSE Junior)

ASM Hartford Chapter Engineering Scholarship
Cassidy Atkinson (MSE Senior)

John and Carla Augustyn Scholarship
Michael Rossi (CSE Junior)

The Richard Ballantyne Scholarship
Alexander Zevin (CSCI Junior)

Mary and James Barger Scholarship in Engineering
Matthew Germond (ME Junior)

Dr. John C. Bennett Engineering Excellence Scholarship
Patrick Meagher (ME Senior)

The Borghesi Family Scholarship
Md Khursidul Islam (BME Senior)

Wallace W. Bowley Scholarship
Nicholas Erskine (ME Junior)

The Rachel and Ronald Brand Family Scholarship
Jonathan Clark (BME Junior)
Brianna Mancuso (CBE Senior)
Christine Sharabun (CBE Sophomore)
Kevin Snyder (ME Junior)

James C. Burns Memorial Scholarship
Conrad Korzon (CSCI Junior)

Cantor Colburn LLP Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
Nicole Khusid (BME Sophomore)

Each student’s major and year is based on data provided at the time of their spring 2019 application.
Cantor Colburn LLP Presidential Challenge Engineering Scholarship
Norwyn Campbell (BME Senior)

Chemical Engineering Scholarship
Rachel Marchini (CBE Junior)
Christine Troller (CBE Junior)

Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Scholarship Award
Benjamin Catarevas (CSCI Junior)
Timothy O’Reilly (CSCI Junior)

The Connecticut Energy Foundation Scholarship for Smart Energy Use, Conservation and Sustainability
Eric Bueno (CSE Junior)
Leah Jackman (ME Junior)
Megan Jankovsky (MSE Junior)
Joshua Sproule (ME Junior)

Charles H. Coogan Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Matthew Stofko (ME Senior) ★

The Dabora Merit Award in Mechanical Engineering
Hafsa Zahhal (ME Junior)

Dante C. Demio Scholarship
Rebecca Feldman (CE Junior)

Anthony F. Demsey Scholarship
Collin DeBaise (CompE Freshman)

The Owen F. Devereux MSE Undergraduate Excellence Scholarship
Megan Scott (MSE Senior)

Dr. John T. and Susan B. DeWolf Scholarship
Delaney Meyer (CE Junior)

Richard and Helen Douglass Endowed Scholarship in Electrical Engineering
Lauren Boulay (EE Junior)
Benjamin Rattet (EE Senior)

W. Brewster Earle Academic Opportunity Fund in Engineering
Clara Ramirez (ME Senior)

The Arthur R. Eckels Scholarship
Lauren Hone (EE Sophomore)

Ensign-Bickford Foundation Scholarship
Natalie Connors (ME Sophomore)

Eversource Energy Engineering Scholarship
Katarina Konon (CBE Senior)
Jon-Marc McGregor (CBE Junior) ★
Alexis Meservey (CBE Junior)
Faith Sporbert (CSCI Junior) ★

Eversource Energy Environmental Engineering Scholarship
Erica Pudvelis (ENVE Senior) ★

Harold P. Farrington Engineering Scholarship
Naomi Medina (ME Junior)
Ashely Tang (CSE Sophomore) ★
Mark Wezenski (ME Junior)
Derek Wood (CSE Junior)

Freeman Companies BRIDGE Endowed Engineering Scholarship
Zinnia Hall (BME Junior)

Fuss and O'Neill Endowment Scholarship
Samantha Paglia (CE Freshman)
Maxwell Wondolowski (CE Sophomore)

Julius Garbus Scholarship
Melanie Makula (CE Junior)
GE Advanced Materials Endowed Scholarship Program
Andreya Gardner (CBE Freshman)
Princesse Harmon (BME Freshman)
Alexander Jarrett (ME Freshman) ★

GE Klein-Steinmetz Scholarship
Emily Franklin (ME Junior)

Al Geib Scholarship
Mehdi Begag (ENVE Senior)

Mary Ann W. Gilleece Endowed Scholarship
Sarah Karlberg (BME Senior)

Allan Brian Glickstein Scholarship
Marwan Ghellai (ME Senior)

Arnold Griffin Scholarship in Engineering
Heather Brown (BME Sophomore)

Salvatore G. Grillo Family (Mary, Salvatore SR, Salvatore JR, Therese) Scholarship Fund
Ciara Dobrowolski (CBE Junior)
Joshua Dupont (ME Senior)

Grossi Family Scholarship
Moishe Azoff-Slifstein (MSE Senior)
Tirth Patel (CSCI Sophomore)

Lorraine P. Gurka Scholarship
Alexander Jatsiv (CompE Junior)

Rashid Hamid Scholarship
Abigail Rockefeller (ME Sophomore)

Hartford Section ASME Scholarship
Hima Patel (ME Senior)

Winthrop and Dolores Hilding Endowed Scholarship
Seth Utter (ME Sophomore)

The Winthrop E. Hilding Undergraduate Scholarship in Engineering
Alyssa Kraus (CBE Freshman)

The Hubbell Foundation Scholarship
Linh Quach (ME Senior) ★
Luke Vancraeynest (ME Senior)

Edward J. Hutchins - Charles E. Wilcox Scholarship
Matthew Howlander
(CSE Freshman)

Edward J. Hutchins - Charles E. Wilcox Scholarship
Matthew Howlander
(CSE Freshman)

Linda Jacobs GE Edison Award Mechanical Engineering Scholarship
Karen Guzman (ME Senior) ★

The Arthur H. and Mary C. Jordan Scholarship
Obumneme Nkwo
(CSE Sophomore)

Lieutenant Allan Jordan Veterans Scholarship
Leonard Adams (CSE Senior)

Kesner Family Structural Engineering Scholarship
Kade Courtois (CE Junior)

Paul Krenicki Endowed Scholars in Sustainable Energy
Abby Klimowicz (ENVE Junior)
Cal Pitruzzello (ME Sophomore)
Jordan Trzcinski (ENVE Junior)

John and Caroline Kulak Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
Emanuel Yawin (BME Junior)

Kevin Kulak Scholarship in Engineering
Lauren Moore (CSCI Senior)

John Lenard Endowed Scholarship
Colton Reardon (CE Senior)
Lauren Romeo (CE Senior)
Carl A. and Edna S. Lindblad Scholarship
Roderick Joslin (CE Junior)
Fawaz Mohsin (BME Junior)
Madison Nadolny (BME Senior)
Caroline Thompson (BME Senior)

Joseph F. and Elisabeth S. Loersch Scholarship
Besart Hoxha (CE Junior)

John A. Longobardi Scholarship
Austin Eichelberg (ME Sophomore)
Thomas Navin (CSCI Sophomore)
Jana Patel (CBE Sophomore)
Tahmid Sarwar (CSCI Sophomore)
Cara Tran (BME Sophomore) ★

Paul and Mary Mali Endowed Scholarship
Ounssa Akhayar (BME Senior)

Harry and Beatrice Mansley-Peter and Anastasia Hardy Scholarship
Matthew Torcellini (ME Senior)

Stanley Marnicki Scholarship
Daniel Pinto (CE Senior)

Fred J. Maryanski Memorial Scholarship for Computer Science
Berk Alpay (CSCI Junior)

Matthew and Margarethe Mashikian Engineering Scholarship
Frank Magnante (EE Junior)
Truc Nguyen (EE Senior)

Art McEvily Scholarship
Joe LoDuca (MSE Junior)

Milone and MacBroom Inc. Civil Engineering Scholarship
Bartosz McCormick (CE Junior)

The Moles Scholarship
Jeremy Borelli (CE Senior)
Danielle Marzitelli (CE Senior)

Arthur F. Munter Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Jesse Rasten (CSE Junior)

Sharon Nunes Scholarship
Michaela Felipe (CSE Sophomore)

Satoshi and Jeanette Oishi Scholarship Endowment
Victoria Reichelderfer (MSE Senior)
Dominique Schiraldi (CBE Senior) ★

The James F. O’Loughlin Memorial Scholarship
Leah Miller (EE Senior)

Dominick A. Pagano Endowed Scholarship
Ai Mi Chiem (ME Junior)
Caleb Nuhn (CBE Senior)

Dominick A. Pagano Endowed Scholarship in Computer Science and Engineering
Evan Faulkner (EE Senior)
Nicole Nguyen (CSCI Sophomore)

Roland and Carol Pampel Endowed Scholarship
Matthew Jaccino (CSCI Junior)

Krishna Pattipati Engineering Scholarship
Edith Palomino (EE Junior)

The Edward T. Pitkin Scholarship
Carmen Ciardiello (ME Junior)
Marissa Mottolese (CE Junior)
Michael Schaefer (CBE Senior)

Pitney Bowes Scholarship
Jacob Robinson (ME Senior)
Sara Wrotniak (CSE Junior)

Pyramid Time Systems Scholarship
Chloe Becquey (CSCI Junior)
Colin Hale (EE Senior)
Marieke Page (ME Senior)
Colonel Joseph F. Regan Scholarship for Veterans
Louis Crisci (MSE Junior)
Eric Flower (CSE Senior)

The Reynolds Family Mechanical Engineering Scholarship
Angela Li (ME Sophomore)

Walter M. Rose Endowed Scholarship
Margaret Daniel (BME Junior)
Keegan Dostie (ME Junior)
Justin Gallicchio (CSE Junior)
Allison Mayne (ME Junior)
Kristin Rheault (BME Junior)
Cassandra Rossetti (BME Senior)

Thelma P. and Raymond J. Rulis Endowed Scholarship
Paul Blum (ME Senior)

Edgar L. Russell Scholarship
Tugrul Durdu (CSE Freshman)
Montserrat Sanchez-Guzman (CBE Freshman)

School of Engineering Scholarship
Camila Levya (EE Senior) ★
Julia Machaj (ME Junior)
John Owens (EE Senior) ★
Francesca Rudi (CBE Senior) ★

School of Engineering Centennial Scholarship
Changxin Liu (CSE Senior)
Clifford Otis (ENVE Junior)
Caleb Wurster (ENVE Junior)
Dylan Zitomer (BME Sophomore)

Victor E. Scottron Endowed Scholarship
Makyle Hawk (CE Senior)

The Andrew E. and Ellen M. Scoville Presidents Scholarship
Angelina Fagundes (EE Sophomore)

Sudhakar V. Shenoy Scholarship in Engineering
Daniel Fryer (CSCI Junior)

Shidler Scholarship for Engineering
Richard Ira (ME Junior)

Sikorsky Aircraft Scholarship in Engineering
Brian Frechette (ME Junior)
Julia Oppenheimer (ME Senior)
Shivendra Singh (EE Junior)

Simplex Grinnell TFS Endowed Engineering Scholarship
Chris Nguyen (EE Junior)

SNET Communications and Information Technologies Scholarship
Benjamin Chan (CSE Junior)
Virginia Ho (CSE Sophomore)

The Stanley Works Endowed Engineering Scholarship
Patrick Adamczyk (CBE Senior)
Carolyn Costa (CBE Junior)

Jack E. Stephens Scholarship
Francesca Esposito (CE Senior)
Michael Vaccaro (CE Junior)

Joe Stern Scholarship
Ashley Oakley (ME Senior)

Capt. Stiles F. Stevens Scholarship
Mateo Arias Gaviria (CE Sophomore)
Giuliana Marchetti (CE Junior)

Robert W. Strickland Endowed Scholarship
Steven Doan (ME Senior)
Jiayuan Shen (ME Senior) ★

Dawn-Marie Sullivan Scholarship
Mason DiCicco (CSCI Senior)
**Synchrony Financial Scholarship in Cybersecurity**
Justin Gallicchio (CSE Junior)
Benjamin Goh (CSE Junior)
Anusha Nagella (CSE Sophomore)
Thomas Navin (CSCI Sophomore)
Tahmid Sarwar (CSCI Sophomore)
Alexander Zevin (CSCI Junior)

**TEAMQSI Scholarship**
Anusha Nagella (CSE Sophomore)

**Robert P. Tucker Scholarship**
Jasper Cruz (CSCI Junior)

**UConn Chess Tournament Scholarship**
Eric Hilhorst (CSCI Junior)

**United Technologies Corporation Scholarships in Engineering**
Cassidy Atkinson (MSE Senior)
Heather Brown (BME Senior)
Kade Courtois (CE Sophomore)
Louis Crisci (MSE Junior)
Jasper Cruz (CSCI Junior)
Julia De Oliveira (ME Sophomore)
Emily Discepola (CBE Senior)
Angelina Fagundes (EE Sophomore)
Eric Flower (CSE Senior)
Matthew Germond (ME Junior)
Karen Guzman (ME Senior) ★
Zinnia Hall (BME Junior)
Lauren Hone (EE Sophomore)
Alexander Jatsiv (CompE Junior)
Jinglin Jia (ME Senior)
Nicole Khusid (BME Sophomore)
Alyssa Kraus (CBE Freshman)
Sara Leon (CSE Sophomore)
Angela Li (ME Sophomore)
Joe LoDuca (MSE Junior)
Anaka Maher (CE Senior)
Melanie Makula (CE Junior)
Bartosz McCormick (CE Junior)
Patrick Meagher (ME Senior)
Leah Miller (EE Senior)
Lauren Moore (CSCI Senior)
Anusha Nagella (CSE Sophomore)
Oleg Nazarovets (ME Sophomore)
Ashley Oakley (ME Senior)
Edith Palomino (EE Junior)
Daniel Pinto (CE Senior)

**Jesse Rasten (CSE Junior)**
**Megan Scott (MSE Senior)**
**Kienan Tierney (MSE Sophomore) ★**
**Matthew Torcellini (ME Senior)**
**Seth Utter (ME Sophomore)**
**Emanuel Yawin (BME Junior)**
**Hafsa Zahhal (ME Junior)**

**The Robert and Eleanor Valley Family Scholarship**
Tyler Howser (ME Senior)

**Vergnano Reddington Family Scholarship**
Brianna Markunas (CBE Senior)

**Whelen Engineering Scholarship**
Ashley Gillette (ME Junior)
Zachary Murtishi (EE Senior)
Dhrumil Shah (ME Senior)
Diego Vilca (EE Sophomore)

**The Clement D. Zawodniak Soils and Foundations Scholarship**
Katherine Yale (CE Senior)
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John S. Rydz Eurotech Scholarship
Emily Discepola (CBE Senior)

The Sikorsky Aircraft Eurotech Scholarship
Julia De Oliveira (ME Sophomore)

UConn Global Affairs Scholarship
Laine Blummer (ME Senior)
Paul Campbell (CBE Senior)
Steven Gomez (MSE Senior)
Ashley Kovach (BME Sophomore)
Julia Roemer (MSE Junior)
Luke Vancraeynest (ME Senior)
Peter Westphal (ME Junior)
The School of Engineering gratefully acknowledges the generous support of United Technologies Corporation in funding the “Explore Engineering” scholarships. The financial support of these donors allowed us to keep the Explore Engineering tuition low for all participants, enabled us to cover the full cost of tuition for one student, and offer reduced tuition for two students in need.

In June 2019, 115 high school students participated. The students came from:

- **104** CONNECTICUT
- **4** MASSACHUSETTS
- **2** NEW YORK
- **4** NEW JERSEY
- **1** RHODE ISLAND
The School of Engineering gratefully acknowledges the generous support of United Technologies Corporation and the ONR Navy STEM Program in funding the “Explore Engineering” scholarships. The financial support of these donors allowed us to keep the SPARK tuition low for all participants, enabled us to cover the full cost of tuition for eight (8) students, partial scholarships of $670 for six (6) students, half payment for twenty-one students, and other discounts to another seven (7) girls in need.

In July 2019, 112 middle and high school students participated. The students chosen came from:

- **Connecticut**: 97
- **Massachusetts**: 3
- **New York**: 3
- **New Jersey**: 5
- **Washington, DC**: 1
- **Ghana, Africa**: 1
BRIDGE PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDS

BRIDGE is a five-week intensive summer program held at the Storrs campus. This program is designed to prepare students who are underrepresented in engineering fields for the rigor of engineering curriculum at UConn, introduce leadership opportunities and careers in engineering, and to familiarize students with the University of Connecticut and the college experience as a whole.

Students will attend classes in Calculus, Physics, Chemistry, and Computer Science. In addition to these classes, students will attend industry tours of the most prominent engineering companies in Connecticut to network with professionals and learn about what career opportunities are available after graduation. The BRIDGE program highlights the necessity of having a strong work ethic and dedication to academics as a student in the School of Engineering.

Believe Beyond Boundaries (BBB) Scholarship
Teven La’Plante (CSCI Freshman)

BRIDGE Book Scholarship
Dina Alnabulsi (BME Freshman)
Christia Alvizo (CSCI Freshman)
Alanna Barzola (CSCI Freshman)
William Boafo (CSCI Freshman)
Richard Candelario (CSCI Freshman)
Khori Francis (CSCI Freshman)
My Linh Griffin (CBE Freshman)
Manogna Komma (BME Freshman)
Robert McCray (UND Freshman)
Nolan Murphy-Genao (CompE Freshman)
Sarah Sandor (ME Freshman)
Sarah Spracklin (BME Freshman)
Angela Zhao (UND Freshman)

BRIDGE Family Scholarship
Angel Lopez (UND Freshman) ★
BRIDGE Learning and Mentorship Scholarship
Alyssa Azcarraga (UND Freshman) ★
Andrew Tureaud (ME Freshman)

BRIDGE 2019 Outstanding Tutor Award
Rebecca Peng (CSE Sophomore)

Curiosity Scholarship
Ted Akuffo (CE Freshman)
Luis Medeiros (CBE Freshman) ★

EDOC BRIDGE Scholarship - Anonymous Donor
Christopher Anthony (CSE Junior)
Stephanie Cuervo (BME Sophomore)
Xavier Hill (CSE Freshman)
Kianjai Huggan (CSE Senior) ★
Shane Mufarinya (CSE Freshman)
Rojau Samuda (CSE Sophomore)
Benjamin Strong (EGPHY Sophomore) ★
Adriana Turkson (ME Senior)
Ezequiel Valencia (CSE Freshman)

Engineering Diversity and Outreach Center (EDOC) Scholarship
Esther Chang (ENVE Senior) ★
Natalie Chmielewska (CSE Junior) ★
Lauren Knapp (ME Senior) ★

EDOC Mentor-Mentee Scholarship
Margaret Brien (BME Junior) ★

Ensign Bickford Scholarship
Linnea Bailor (CBE Freshman)
Chanel Johnson (CBE Freshman) ★

HCOP Connecticut Pre-College Enrichment Program Fellowship
Mary Addy (MCB Freshman)
Tiffany Addy (PNB Freshman)
Angelo Franco (BME Freshman)
Gina Guaman (BME Freshman)
Aradhana Kainth (BME Freshman)
Zaiba Khan (MCB Freshman)
Virtue Leonard (PSY Freshman)
Nicole Madrid (BIO Freshman)
Veronica Mejias (BME Freshman) ★
Aliyah Tomas (BME Freshman)
Guilmar Valle (BME Freshman)
Julie-Ann Williams (CogSCI Freshman)

The Tilton and Gloria Hughes BRIDGE Scholarship
Danielle Crevecoueur (CSCI Freshman)
Valerie Fonseca Lopes (CSCI Freshman)
Quishana Gillett (CBE Freshman) ★
Teven La'Plante (CSCI Freshman)
Tyler Washington (CSE Freshman)

Leveraging Your Boundaries Mentorship
Tiffany Addy (PNB Freshman)
Guilmar Valle (BME Freshman)

The LIT Scholarship
Veronica Mejias (BME Freshman)

Oyeniya Family Scholarship
Ebony Agustin (CE Freshman)
Ted Akuffo (CE Freshman)
Pratt and Whitney
BRIDGE Scholarship
Ashley Gillette (ME Junior)
Tyriq Green (ME Senior)
Doni Lopez (ME Junior)
Jeremiah Lopez (ME Freshman)
Emma Lucas (UND Freshman)
Kaley Luk (ME Freshman)
Jiayuan Shen (ME Senior)
John Owens (EE Senior)
Julia Opramolla (MSE Junior)
Linh Quach (ME Senior)
Edward Ramos Riguard (ME Freshman)
Anna Tobiasz (ME Senior)
Abigail Young (EE Freshman)
Sikorsky Aircraft
BRIDGE Scholarship
Emily Alber (ME Sophomore)
Zakai Evans (ME Freshman)
Leonardo Lima (ME Freshman)
Oreoluwa Olowe (ME Junior)
Abigail Rockefeller (ME Junior)
Abram Rosario (CSE Freshman)
Stanley Black and Decker
BRIDGE Scholarship
Chelsea Anthony (EE Sophomore)
Eman Ibet (MEM Freshman)
Angel Lopez (UND Freshman)
The School of Engineering gratefully acknowledges those corporations, associations and individuals who have made this year’s scholarships possible. Through their generosity, we have been able to award more than $490,000 in scholarships to 256 undergraduate students this academic year.

If you are interested in learning about our scholarship donor programs, please contact Donald Swinton at (860) 486-8923 or Nora Sutton at (860) 486-8822.